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Python Network Programming: Conquer all your networking challenges with the powerful Python languagePackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Power up your network applications with Python programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Master Python skills to develop powerful network applications
	
			Grasp the fundamentals and functionalities of SDN
	
			Design multi-threaded, event-driven architectures for echo and chat...
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Spring Boot 2 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2018

	
		Solve all your Spring Boot 2 problems using complete and real-world code examples. When you start a new project, you’ll be able to copy the code and configuration files from this book, and then modify them for your needs. This can save you a great deal of work over creating a project from scratch.
	


	
		Using a...
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The Linux Programmer's Toolbox (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
Master the Linux Tools That Will Make You a More Productive Programmer
Linux comes with an extraordinary collection of power tools for C and C++ developers. The Linux Programmer's Toolbox helps you leverage all that power and productivity--without mastering endless syntax options, tracking down hard-to-find...
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Java RMIO'Reilly, 2001
With Java RMI, you'll learn tips and tricks for making your RMI code excel. This book provides strategies for working with serialization, threading, the RMI registry, sockets and socket factories, activation, dynamic class downloading, HTTP tunneling, distributed garbage collection, JNDI, and CORBA. In short, a treasure trove of valuable RMI...
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TCP/IP Sockets in C: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Practical Guides Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2000
TCP/IP Sockets in C: Practical Guide for Programmers is a quick and affordable way to gain the knowledge and skills you need to develop sophisticated and powerful networked-based programs using sockets.  Written by two experienced networking instructors, this book provides a series of examples that demonstrate basic sockets techniques...
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Comet and Reverse Ajax: The Next-Generation Ajax 2.0 (Firstpress)Apress, 2008
One of the most basic laws of a web application is that the client, not the server, must initiate any communication between the two. There are a number of common–use cases where, ideally, the server would like to talk to the client—dashboards and monitoring apps, chat rooms and other collaborations, and progress reports on...
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The Essential Guide to HTML5Friends of Ed, 2010

	HTML5 opens up a plethora of new avenues for application and game development on the web. Games can now be created and interacted with directly within HTML with no need for users to download extra plugins, or for developers to learn new languages. Important new features such as the Canvas tag enable drawing directly onto the web page, the...
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Expert .NET Micro Framework, Second EditionApress, 2009
The Microsoft .NET Micro Framework is a small and efficient .NET runtime environment used to run managed code on devices that are too small and resource constrained for Windows CE and the Compact Framework.
Expert .NET Micro Framework will teach you everything you need to know to use the .NET Micro Framework to create effective...
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Professional Node.js: Building Javascript Based Scalable SoftwareWrox Press, 2012

	IN 1995, WHEN I WAS IN MY SECOND YEAR IN COLLEGE, I was introduced to UNIX network programming. In C, you could create sockets to open TCP connections to servers and code the servers that accepted these connections. I remember the excitement I felt the fi rst time I created a TCP server: I could accept connections and receive and send...
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Python How to Program (With CD-ROM)Prentice Hall, 2002
The authoritative DEITEL™ LIVE-CODE™ introduction to Python programming  

 This new book by the world's leading programming language textbook authors carefully explains how to use Python as a general-purpose programming language and how to program multi-tier, client/server,...
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Practical .NET 2.0 Networking ProjectsApress, 2007
Practical .NET 2.0 Networking Projects demonstrates some of the key networking technologies that are being made easily accessible through .NET Framework 2.0. It discusses communication between wired machines and between networks and mobile devices. The book teaches you about the technologies by walking you through sample projects in a...
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Single Page Web Applications: JavaScript end-to-endManning Publications, 2013

	
		
			Summary

		
			In Single Page Web Applications you'll learn to build modern browser-based apps that take advantage of stronger client platforms and more predictable bandwidth. You'll learn the SPA design approach, and then start exploring new techniques like structured JavaScript and responsive...
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